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Item 7.01 Regulation FD Disclosure

On October 2, 2020, Blackline, Inc. (the “Company”) announced that it had completed the acquisition of Rimilia Holdings Ltd, an AI-powered cloud-
based platform that enables accounts receivable (AR) automation and digital transformation. A copy of the press release announcing the closing of the
acquisition is furnished herewith as Exhibit 99.1.

The information in this Form 8-K, including Exhibit 99.1 attached hereto, is being furnished under Item 7.01 and shall not be deemed “filed” for
purposes of Section 18 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), or otherwise subject to the liability of such section,
nor shall it be deemed incorporated by reference in any filing of the Company under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the Exchange Act,
regardless of any general incorporation language in such filing, unless expressly incorporated by specific reference in such filing.

 
Item 9.01. Financial Statements and Exhibits.

(d) Exhibits:
 
Exhibit
Number  Description

99.1   Press release dated October 2, 2020, issued by BlackLine, Inc.

104   Cover Page Interactive Data File (embedded within the Inline XBRL document)
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.
 

  BLACKLINE, INC.

Date: October 2, 2020   By:  /s/ Karole Morgan-Prager
   Karole Morgan-Prager
   Chief Legal and Administrative Officer
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Exhibit 99.1
 

     

For Immediate Release

BLACKLINE ACQUIRES RIMILIA TO ADD AI-POWERED ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AUTOMATION
TO MODERN ACCOUNTING PLATFORM

Acquisition expands BlackLine’s position as an indispensable automation platform for the
Office of the Controller and increases BlackLine’s total addressable market

LOS ANGELES AND LONDON – Oct. 2, 2020 – BlackLine, Inc. (Nasdaq: BL), a leader in accounting automation software,
announced today that it has completed the acquisition of Rimilia, an AI-powered cloud-based platform that enables accounts
receivable (AR) automation and digital transformation. With Rimilia, BlackLine strengthens its position with the Office of the
Controller by driving end-to-end automation of the cash lifecycle and ensuring greater data integrity. The acquisition expands
BlackLine’s capabilities into an adjacent area, adding AR automation to financial close automation and accelerating
BlackLine’s larger, long-term plan for transforming and modernizing Finance & Accounting.

Headquartered in the United Kingdom, Rimilia is a leading provider of accounts receivable automation solutions that enable
organizations to control cash flow and cash collection in real time. Using artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning, the
SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) platform simplifies the order-to-cash process by automating both the collection and allocation
of customer cash. Same-day cash allocation results in an unrivaled reduction in the number of days of sales outstanding,
improves working capital and drives significant cost savings. Built for large and medium-sized enterprises and capable of
integrating with nearly all ERP, bank and currency platforms, Rimilia is used by leading companies in major verticals.

“With most companies using legacy, repetitive and manual processes to manage their order-to-cash, our customers and
partners have long been asking for a solution that will enable better cash and liquidity management. This is especially critical
now in these difficult economic times,” said Marc Huffman, president & COO of BlackLine. “This acquisition addresses that
need and further expands BlackLine’s position as an indispensable platform for the Office of the Controller. Rimilia has
created great value for its customers, and we are thrilled to build on the momentum the company has established to date
while entering a new market and expanding our total addressable market opportunity.”    



The AR market is a natural adjacency to the financial close with a shared buyer and similar pain points. In addition, cash flow
optimization has become increasingly relevant following the onset of the pandemic.    

“With accounts receivables serving as the single largest asset for most businesses, Rimilia’s ability to unlock working capital
and reduce risk is top of mind for today’s controllers and CFOs,” added Mr. Huffman, who will assume the BlackLine CEO title
on Jan. 1, 2021.

“Rimilia and BlackLine share a vision to drive digital transformation for Finance & Accounting with intelligent automation.
BlackLine will provide the scale to further drive adoption of Rimilia’s platform and deliver additional value to our customers,”
said Kevin Kimber, CEO of Rimilia. “At the same time, Rimilia meets a need in the Office of the Controller that is highly
complementary to BlackLine. Our AR automation platform enables organizations to make faster and more accurate decisions,
and I look forward to helping the thousands of BlackLine customers that are already enjoying the benefits of modern
accounting.”    

BlackLine completed the acquisition of Rimilia on Oct. 2, 2020. In accordance with the terms and conditions of the
transaction, BlackLine will acquire Rimilia for $150 million in cash, of which $120 million was payable at close with additional
cash payments of up to $30 million upon certain earnout conditions being met. BlackLine funded the transaction with existing
cash on-hand. There is no material impact to third quarter results. Additional details regarding the anticipated financial impact
of the acquisition will be provided in conjunction with BlackLine’s third quarter earnings conference call on Thursday, Oct. 29,
2020. In addition, BlackLine will introduce Rimilia to the broader BlackLine community at the company’s annual user
conference BeyondTheBlack™ 2020: The Modern Accounting Virtual Experience which will take place Tuesday to Thursday,
Nov. 17th to 19th.

About BlackLine
Companies come to BlackLine (Nasdaq: BL) because their traditional manual accounting processes are not sustainable.
BlackLine’s cloud-based solutions and market-leading customer service help companies move to modern accounting by
unifying their data and processes, automating repetitive work, and driving accountability through visibility. BlackLine provides
solutions for financial close management, accounting automation, and intercompany governance, helping large enterprises
and midsize companies across all industries do accounting work better, faster, and with more control.



More than 3,100 customers trust BlackLine to help them close faster with complete and accurate results. The company is the
pioneer and recognized Leader in Gartner’s 2019 Magic Quadrant for Cloud Financial Close Solutions. Based in Los Angeles,
BlackLine also has regional headquarters in London, Singapore and Sydney. For more information, please visit blackline.com.

# # #

Media Contact:
Kimberly Uberti
VP of Global Corporate Communications
BlackLine
kimberly.uberti@blackline.com

BlackLine Forward-looking Statements
This release may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995. In some cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “could,”
“expect,” “plan,” anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “predict,” “intend,” “potential,” “would,” “continue,” “ongoing” or the negative
of these terms or other comparable terminology. Forward-looking statements in this release include statements regarding our
growth plans and opportunities.

Any forward-looking statements contained in this press release are based upon BlackLine’s current plans, estimates and
expectations and are not a representation that such plans, estimates, or expectations will be achieved. Forward-looking
statements are based on information available at the time those statements are made and/or management’s good faith beliefs
and assumptions as of that time with respect to future events and are subject to risks and uncertainties. If any of these risks
or uncertainties materialize or if any assumptions prove incorrect, actual performance or results may differ materially from
those expressed in or suggested by the forward-looking statements. These risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited
to, risks related to the Company’s ability to execute on its strategies, attract new customers, enter new geographies and
develop, release and sell new features and solutions; and other risks and uncertainties described in the other filings we make
with the Securities and Exchange Commission from time to time, including the risks described under the heading “Risk
Factors” in our Annual Report on Form 10-K. Additional information will also be set forth in our Quarterly Reports on Form
10-Q.

Forward-looking statements should not be read as a guarantee of future performance or results, and you should not place
undue reliance on such statements. Except as required by law, we do not undertake any obligation to publicly update or
revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise.


